Transitions in brain evolution: space, time and entropy
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Abstract
How did brains evolve to become so complex, and what is their future? Brains pose an
explanatory challenge because entropy, which inexorably increases over time, is commonly
associated with disorder and simplicity. Recently we showed how evolution is an entropic
process, building structures – organisms – which themselves facilitate entropy growth. Here
we suggest that key transitional points in evolution extended organisms’ reach into space
and time, opening channels into new regions of a complex multi-dimensional state space
that also allow entropy to increase. Brain evolution enabled representation of space and
time, which vastly enhances this process. Some of these channels lead to tiny, dead-ends in
the state space: the persistence of complex life is thus not thermodynamically guaranteed.
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The puzzling evolution of complexity
The past two centuries have seen two profound and yet superficially contradictory ideas
shape our understanding of the universe and our place in it. One is the second law of
thermodynamics, stating that entropy always increases; the other is Darwin’s theory of
evolution. Both of these have statistical foundations and yet seem to have opposing
outcomes: entropy leads to gradually increasing disorganisation and disorder whereas
evolution has led, over almost four billion years [1], to increasing order and complexity, all
the way to human civilisation. How can the statistically driven unfolding of the universe
generate both disorder and complexity by the same rules?
Recently, we explored the notion that the unifying element is provided by the role of
structures in space and time, and in particular life’s discovery of how to generate new
chemical interactions that increase entropy while maximising their own persistence [2]. By
this view, life discovers new channels for entropy to flow through an increasingly multicompartmented multidimensional state-space “foam”, becoming more complex in the
process. Here, we extend this notion to the role of brains in massively increasing the size of
the reachable state space. We highlight the role in this process of the brain’s evolution of
the representation of space and time, concluding with a speculation on the future of the
process.

Entropy
From the physics perspective, entropy relates to the inverse of free energy, which is energy
that can do work (move things). Entropy always increases, like a gas in a network of
connected chambers trying to rise as high as possible, using the steepest and widest
channels to maximise its flow. The equivalent of the upwards force in this analogy is the
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tendency of systems to move from less probable to more probable states over time.
According to Boltzmann’s theorem, the states that are more probable are those that can be
realized by a larger number of microscopic configurations (or “microstates”) [3]. Once a
system has reached thermodynamic equilibrium it has maximised its entropy (all the gas is
in the uppermost chamber) and no further work/change is possible.
Entropy is sometimes associated with the development of spatial homogeneity and loss of
gradients. For example, entropy increases when matter spontaneously becomes more
evenly dispersed, as when two initially separated gases intermingle. Similarly, the flow of
heat down a temperature gradient, another entropic process, occurs because the
distribution of kinetic energies of the particles becomes more spatially mixed. At their core,
these processes are statistical: freely moving particles are more likely to distribute
themselves in a random unstructured way throughout a space than in a more ordered way,
simply because there are more possible disordered than ordered states. Boltzmann
quantified entropy as the number of microstates that can give rise to the same macrostate
[3]: for spatially structured systems, such as the separated gases or the hot and cold objects,
there are fewer ways in which the component particles or particle velocities (microstates)
can be arranged and still preserve that structure, and so entropy is lower.
However, the linking of entropy to loss of spatial order is not universal, because sometimes
the progression of a system to a higher entropy state actually reduces spatial homogeneity
[2]. For example, mixed oil and water will spontaneously separate, and the resulting
separated state has higher entropy. This is because the movement of the water molecules
under gravity displaces the oil’s drops upwards, liberating energy that raises the
temperature: although there are fewer places the particles can be, there are more velocities
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available to each particle and so the number of possible microstates is still higher1. Entropy
is thus not fundamentally about macroscopic order/disorder as is often assumed – it is
about probability, and the tendency of systems to move towards more probable
macroscopic states over time. For some systems such as stars, galaxies and life itself, a
structured state is more probable than a dispersed state, given certain conditions (such as
gravity).
The “upwards flow” (or “growth”) of entropy is not necessarily smooth: systems can
transiently settle into states that are low in entropy (high in free energy) but remain stable
for a long time. These are like bubbles in the abstract space of states, confining the system
into a region [2]. A tree, for example, may persist apparently stably for years until a lightning
strike ignites it and it transitions suddenly to a new, higher entropy state. The lightning can
be thought of as opening a channel in the “skin” of the bubble that allows the dammed
entropy stored in the tree to suddenly flow up to a new, higher bubble. A tree is therefore
not truly stable: rather, we say it is “metastable”.

Life and entropy
We turn now to the issue of life, and why it has evolved such remarkable complexity.
Schrödinger suggested that life is a local reversal of entropy in which the low entropy of a
living organism is bought at the cost of a greater increase in the entropy of its surroundings
[4]. This idea assumes that the special structures that characterize life necessarily have low
entropy. However, the discussion above suggests that life can be more like oil and water or
a fusion star or a black hole: it is a higher-entropy structure in its own right (see [2] for a
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An accessible discussion of different aspects of the physics of the separation of oil and water can be found at
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/111955/homemade-salad-dressing-separates-into-layers-afterit-sits-for-a-while-why-doe
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more detailed discussion of this argument): life formed because, given the laws of physics
and the conditions of the present-day universe, it is more probable than non-life. The
structure and order of life do not necessarily mean lower entropy, because entropy can, as
we saw, increase even in processes that generate order.

Evolutionary transitions, complexity and space/time
Evolutionary transitions (step-changes in functionality) have been proposed as one of the
salient features of evolutionary change. Several major such transitions have occurred
throughout evolution, as first outlined by Szathmary and Maynard Smith [5]. Here, we
highlight a different set of transitions (Fig. 1), focusing on the critical changes that occurred
when new spatial and temporal interactions became enabled.
--------------------------------------------Insert Text box near here
--------------------------------------------Life began with the spontaneous self-assembly of carbon-based molecules: most notably
nucleic acids, which have the property of being able to replicate their sequences [6]. From
this moment forwards, evolution became a ratchet in which the self-copying preserved,
over time, the stable structure of useful new molecules (where “useful” means, circularly,
“facilitates the self-copying”). This self-sustaining process was initiated and enabled by the
spatial properties of carbon atoms which can, due to their tetrahedral bond arrangement,
polymerise stably to form long chains. Because of their flexibility, these molecules enable
new chemical interactions to occur by bringing the substrates into close spatial contact.
Each of these chemical reactions dissipates free energy as heat and increases the entropy of
the system. Carbon’s extension into space thus underpins evolution at a chemical level,
opening channels for entropy to flow upwards, while the self-copying of nucleic acids
5

extends into time, allowing new structures to persist, and processes to interact across
temporal intervals.
Several succeeding phases of evolution produced new abilities to manipulate the spatial and
temporal properties of the chemical reactions. With the evolution of the first membranes
and cells, chemicals could be compartmentalised so that their reactions were shielded from
the perturbations of random interactions with the environment [7], which greatly enhanced
their efficiency and stability. The evolution of ATP, which occurred at the very beginning of
life [8], enabled environmental free energy to be collected and stored so as to power
chemical reactions at a time and place to optimise stability and replication. In a sense, ATP
extends across time to capture free energy and make it available in the future, while
second-messenger systems extend across space and move the energy around a cell. The
evolution of photosynthesis, which may have occurred around 3.5 billion years ago [9],
greatly enhanced these reactions by enabling capture and storage of the vast influx of free
energy from the sun.
Inside cells, evolution also started to make use of spatio-temporal interactions in new ways.
By 2.6 billion years ago cells had already evolved voltage- and ligand-gated ion channels,
receptor-kinase-transcriptome signalling and the ability to regulate the translation of genes
to proteins [10]. They also evolved intracellular transport systems made from microtubules,
which allowed molecules to be moved around and brought together at the optimal time and
place for their reactions. These intracellular systems were then co-opted to form flagella
[11] to enable movement of the whole cell through space, so that the cell could translocate
itself to an optimal position for its continued stability/replication. Such positions often
include adjacent to other cells, enabling exchange of genetic information via gene exchange
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or sexual reproduction. This rearranges genetic sequences and introduces new interactions,
opening up new possibilities for evolution, and new entropy channels.
Evolution then discovered that extensive non-sexual interaction between cells also confers
significant fitness benefits, and multicellular organisms began to appear [12]. The first of
these were relatively undifferentiated (as are modern sponges for example) but then
differentiated organisms started to form, in which functions are spatially segregated as
organs, or temporally organised as sequences (e.g., during development). These required
new interactions on the genome, in which genes such as the homeobox genes [13] came not
only to encode proteins but also to regulate each other and create large-scale spatial
structure, as well sequencing of developmental processes, in the organism.
At around 500-600 million years ago a new type of cells appeared that were electrically
excitable and allowed information to be far more rapidly transported between cells and also
from the external to internal environment – these were the first neurons [14], and they
enabled great expansion of the spatio-temporal operations of organisms: notably, as
discussed below, the ability to move through the environment and the ability to represent
the environment, and time.

Movement
Up until around 600 million years ago life was aquatic, and either sessile or else passively
moved by oceanic currents. The ability of multi-cellular organisms to self-propel appeared
around 560 million years ago – at first these were simple worm-like creatures that travelled
in short straight paths through the organic slime on the ocean floor [15], but then the paths
became more circuitous and finally digging appeared [14], evidenced by fossilized tunnels in
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the oceanic floor. These important advances meant that animals could go out and find new
free energy instead of waiting for it to come to them.
Around 540 million years ago, life on earth suddenly massively diversified in the so-called
Cambrian explosion, which lasted 13-25 million years and saw the appearance of all the
major phyla in existence today. The exact reasons for this diversification are still under
investigation and are probably multiple [16], but it seems likely that one factor was the
appearance of neurons and myocytes [17], allowing fast processing of information and
movement through space, respectively, and thus opening up many new possibilities for
action (many “bubbles” in the phase space).
A major consequence of the evolution of movement, which added new selection pressures,
was the flourishing of predation as a survival strategy [18] – instead of capturing the sun’s
energy or scavenging on organic material formed from dead remains, now animals could
chase and eat each other. The Cambrian explosion saw the sudden appearance of armourplated exoskeletons [19], endowing us with a rich fossil record of the primordial battles
being fought between predators and prey. In parallel, complex sense organs evolved so that
animals could forage, hunt or evade capture. This happened quickly, in evolutionary
timescales: evidence of a sophisticated visual system, with a brain and optic lobes, was
recently discovered in a 520-million-year-old fossil of the arthropod Fuxianhuia protensa
[20].

Space, time and memory
Because the world is correlated across time, being able to store information about the past
enables prediction of the future which is hugely beneficial to survival. Thus, the arrival of
neurons was accompanied by synaptic plasticity [21], which is the storage of traces of
8

previous activity in the nerve network. The evolution of synaptic plasticity, thought to
underpin most if not all forms of memory [22], arguably rivals the evolution of nucleic acids
in importance, both being mechanisms for preserving an acquired state along the time
dimension – in a sense, reaching backwards into time in order to predict (and thus exploit)
the future.
An important use for memory is storage of spatial information. Once animals began to move
over large distances, a new selection pressure emerged: the difference in survival potential
of some regions of the environment relative to others. Organisms that could exploit these
differences by storing information about how to navigate to beneficial regions were hugely
advantaged, and so internal spatial representation was born. We know little about how this
capacity developed in the early stages of motile animals, but we can speculate based on the
limited fossil record, together with the variety of neural spatial systems that occur on Earth
today.
The most primitive navigation system, beacon navigation, involves simply detecting a
favourable environmental feature and moving towards it [23]. This recognition can be hardwired, as when insects move towards light, but it can also be learned from experience. A
more sophisticated form of spatial representation requires encoding not just where things
are in relation to the body, called egocentric coding, but of where they are in the world
independent of self-location, called allocentric coding. An organism navigating
allocentrically needs a representation of both direction and of distance so that it can form a
two-dimensional map of the spatial layout. The sense of direction is an ancient capacity that
long pre-dates vertebrates: a neural compass has been discovered in insects that resembles,
in important respects, the one that exists in mammals [24]. To self-locate, however, an
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animal also needs to detect distance travelled and to combine this trigonometrically with
the direction of travel [25,26], meaning an animal can return to the start point of its
journey. Evolution of this “path integration” capacity, which is widespread among animals,
including even insects [27], allows motile animals to form home bases that they can return
to [28], providing a huge survival advantage (which we can think of as new bubbles in the
state-space that have enhanced self-replication and persistence).
Path integration also allows the representation of the location of salient places relative to
an allocentric reference frame, which can be assembled to form an internal representation
akin to a map [29], which allows animals to form a rich representation of their surroundings.
In mammals, this capability is supported by the hippocampus [30], which receives inputs
about direction and distance travelled as well as about objects and events in the
environment.
Increasing evidence also points to a role for the hippocampus in representing time [31]. For
a moving animal, time and space are coupled in the conversion of speed to distance
travelled, but time may also be represented independently. Time enhances the predictive
capability of spatial memory as animals can represent, for example, that they haven’t visited
a place in a while and it may need re-checking, or that once a predator has passed by the
coast may be clear for a time. In humans, the capacity to represent space and time together
has resulted in a rich capacity for episodic memory – memory for life events [32]– as well as
the ability to formulate detailed representations of things that haven’t happened yet
(planning) or may never happen (imagination [33,34]).
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Humans
This brings us to a more detailed examination of humans, and our complex activities. In
many ways humans are just another animal, among millions of animal species, but there is
an important respect in which we are, as far as we know, peculiar, and that is in the use of
symbolic language, which seems to be unique [35]. It is unclear when human language
evolved, since it leaves no fossil trace, but this must have been after the divergence of
humans and chimpanzees several million years ago [36], and may have accompanied the
rapid expansion of brain size that occurred in hominins over the past 3-4 million years [37].
The acquisition of language and the other enhancements of cognition mentioned (such as
our sophisticated episodic memory) may have occurred together.
The important feature of language in the present context is that it allows for the
preservation and transmission of information over space and time, from one individual to
another or to many, and from one generation to the next. As with the other evolutionary
transitions, this development enabled humans to explore vastly greater regions of the phase
space than they could before, cooperating in endeavours requiring the ability to bring ideas
together that had been spatio-temporally separated – a cognitive analogue of the original
molecular matchmaking that started life on its path.
The spaces that have been explored as a result of language are both physical (exploration of
the planet and exploration of outer space) and metaphorical (explorations of abstract
domains which we categorise as mathematics, art, science, philosophy etc). This has
brought systems together that otherwise would never have interacted, with profound
consequences on the ecosphere. For example, vast numbers of plant and animal species
have been transported by humans from one continent to another, creating many extinctions
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and allowing the spread or even spontaneous development of disease [38]. An example of
current relevance is the zoonotic pandemic COVID-19, which spread across the globe by air
travel almost immediately after its mutation, and which is already dramatically altering
global systems such as the flow of goods, mixing of people and the functioning of
economies. Another example is the engagement of humans with underground stores of
fossil fuels, enabled by the industrial revolution, which is altering the entire planetary
climatic system. So great has been our influence on the planet that we are leaving changes
that will persist across geological timescale, leading to the designation of our current time
as a new geological era, the Anthropocene [39].
Language-enabled technology is itself evolving at an ever-increasing rate. The past one
hundred years has seen the digital information revolution, with effects at least as profound
as the industrial revolution. The latter, being about energy, and the former, being about
information, are both deeply related to entropy [40], and both have enabled great flows of
entropy through the access they have enabled to new bubbles. We are currently poised on
the brink of a transition in the evolution of technology, which is the development of AI –
intelligence that can function independently of humans. This will doubtless connect us to
multitudes of new bubbles in the phase space. The question that awaits an answer is
whether one of these will be a dead-end for humanity.

Concluding remarks and future perspectives
We return now to our original question: why does complexity increase over evolution? The
foregoing discussion suggests an answer: we can see complexification as the slow growth of
new state spaces for life to occupy, enhancing its self-replication and persistence at each
step but in doing so, opening new channels for entropy increase. This is not a one-way
12

process – it is a purely statistical one that can proceed in either direction, as the numerous
mass extinctions of life in the past attest. Its apparent directionality towards increasing
complexity arises from the fact that life began in a state of low complexity, such that
statistically, in the early universe complexity more likely grows than declines because there
are more complex than simple states to evolve towards. However, unlike entropy, indefinite
complexification is not inevitable [41]. At any time, complexifying life could open a channel
into a new state-space bubble that is tiny and has no exits. The human invention of
thermonuclear weapons is one such development: the small, dead-end bubble being the
eradication of all life on Earth. The more complex life becomes, the more channels it
discovers to more bubbles and the more likely it is to find itself in a dead-end. Entropy, on
the other hand, can always be counted upon.
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Text box
Major evolutionary spatio-temporal transitions


Nucleic acids

These extended the reach of chemical interactions across time, by allowing sequence
copying and thus preservation of more successful (in persistence terms) sequences


ATP

This molecule extended the reach of chemical interactions across space and time, by
allowing energy to be stored and redistributed. By associating with nucleic acids, ATP
merged with the copying and preservation process, also enhancing it


Photosynthesis

The chemical interactions mediating photosynthesis allowed free energy from the sun to be
captured in vast quantities and used to fuel the other processes supporting self-copying


Membranes and microtubules

Membranes allowed the self-copying processes to be protected from the environment;
microtubules allowed energy and materials to be moved around inside cells, and eventually
also to move the cells themselves


Gene-gene interactions and the homeobox genes

When nucleic acid sequences began to regulate other sequences, they vastly enhanced the
range of phenomenology (size of the reachable state space) and opened the door to
developmental sequencing and complex multicellular life
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Neurons and synaptic plasticity

The fast signalling enabled by neurons greatly extended the ability of multicellular
organisms to develop complex adaptive behaviors, while synaptic plasticity extended
their influence across time, enabling the events of the past to be used to predict (and
thus adapt to) the future.


Myocytes and motility

The ability to move around over large distances across physical spaces enormously
increased the ability of organisms to find energy, but also propelled the evolution of
predation. This was an important selection pressure and may have been one of the
factors causing the expansion of complex life forms that comprised the Cambrian
Explosion.


Brains and the representation of space

When nervous systems developed the ability to form internal representations of the
external world, they greatly increased the ability of animals to adaptively react to and
predict environmental events. Animals could learn where to find food, water, shelter,
mates etc and could form stable home bases to which they could reliably return.


Language

When humans acquired language this enabled them to bring together ideas that had
been separated by space and time, thus allowing rapid development of new behaviours,
and, eventually, technology. The ability of these ideas to persist across time is
reminiscent of the ability of nucleic acids to do so
19



Beyond genes – technology

Using language, humans have developed technology, which enormously enhances our
reach across time and space and enables us to do many things that we could not have
done before. This has transformed the planet to a degree not seen for millions of years,
leading to a new geological era, the Anthropocene.
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